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INITIAL CONCEPTS
‣ PRODUCT DETAILS  
‣ BASKET 
‣ DELIVERY 
‣ CHECKOUT



EE - PRODUCT DETAILS PAGE - CONCEPT 1

Re-usable module, in this 
case applied to the product 
details page not knowing the 
user’s post code. 

This could appear once we 
know the customer location 
(geo-location) with different 
messaging also notifying 
them that the same day 
premium service is available.

Rich Enjoy / EE delivery 
content to promote the 
service within the 
marketing tabs on the 
product details page. The 
sample delivery video 
could engage the 
customer more.



EE - PRODUCT DETAILS PAGE - CONCEPT 1

Inline with a banner module, 
we can also offer the 
confirmation availability 
messaging alongside the 
stock messaging.



EE - PRODUCT DETAILS PAGE - CONCEPT 2

No banner module here. 
The only messaging and 
eligibility checker is 
available alongside the 
stock messaging with an 
‘i’ icon to view more 
details and possible 
interstitial popup with 
post code checker.



EE - PRODUCT DETAILS PAGE - CONCEPT 2

Once the user selects 
‘check eligibility’ they see 
the postcode field within 
the same space allowing 
them to quickly assess if 
they are eligible for the 
Enjoy service. 



EE - PRODUCT DETAILS PAGE - CONCEPT 3

Rather than wait for the basket 
and checkout stage, we could 
pre-determine the user’s delivery 
preference on the product details 
page. This would therefore pre-
select their desired option at the 
checkout stage, which could 
speed up the process for the 
customer. 

The ‘setup’ aspect is offered here 
as a simple check box - an opt in/
opt out scenario rather than 
offering a separate delivery 
option to choose from. 

These options will appear 
according to what we know 
about the customer (based on 
location) and their entered 
delivery address preference.



EE - PRODUCT DETAILS PAGE - CONCEPT 4

This two tab approach 
highlights the need for 
a solution to switch 
between stock supply 
i.e. Enjoy vs EE’s 
warehouse stock. 

We can customise the 
content for Enjoy’s 
service and the 
standard service, 
however this could 
confuse the customer 
as to why it would be 
available for same day, 
yet not for next day 
(standard delivery) - 
like in this case.



EE - PRODUCT DETAILS PAGE - CONCEPT 5

A simplified version of the 
concept before, displaying 
upfront whether device is 
in stock for the premium 
delivery service or the 
standard delivery service.

Here, the best available 
delivery service is 
displayed rather than 
offering all options. The 
customer can change 
their preference on the 
subsequent Delivery/
Checkout pages. This 
could either streamline 
the purchase or hinder
it (if the customer does 
not want the choice 
made for them).



EE - BASKET PAGE - CONCEPT 1

Extra content/promo banner 
here pushing the Enjoy service 
and encouraging the user to 
navigate to the ‘Delivery Option’ 
page.  

Currently we have a small 
delivery info box in the above 
section, this is not prominent or 
‘stand-out’ enough to promote 
the new premium delivery 
service on offer.



EE - DELIVERY PAGE - CONCEPT 1

Stripped down 
delivery page. Note 
the delivery info box 
to the right - this 
highlights the 
handset/accessory lag 
time. How will this 
work with Enjoy?

Three options here - 
Premium / Next 
Working Day / In-Store 
vs four options which 
may confuse the 
customer (activation, 
setup etc + same day). 

‘CHANGE TIME’ opens 
a schedule calendar 
popup.

The Address and 
Delivery modules have 
been separated out 
here to enable the Enjoy 
and delivery options to 
be displayed at the 
same level and in a 
linear ‘left to right’ 
format. There is no 
need for two separate 
sections here.  

On mobile, these would 
stack on top of each 
other.



EE - DELIVERY PAGE - CONCEPT 1

This calendar offers a 
three day view pre-
selecting today’s date. 
This is a stripped down 
version of a traditional 
calendar/appointment 
booker with times 9am 
- 8pm.‘Use current location’ could be a useful 

feature if the user is at an address in 
London and wants to populate the fields 
promptly to checkout their goods. 



EE - DELIVERY PAGE - CONCEPT 2

This is an enhanced version of 
Concept 1 - with Morning, 
Afternoon and Evening slots 
available. Reading this is more 
linear and therefore may make 
more sense to  the customer 
when making a decision on 
their chosen time slot.



EE - DELIVERY PAGE - CONCEPT 3

This is a more ‘in-line’ 
approach embedding the 
scheduler within the 
delivery options. This 
stands out less than the 
previous popup concepts.  
 
The CTA is less prominent 
here too.



EE - DELIVERY PAGE - CONCEPT 4

Based on Apple’s Genius 
appointment booker. This 
would play well on mobile 
devices allowing the user 
to scroll and select times 
rather than navigate 
multiple options 
displayed upfront.



EE - CHECKOUT > PERSONAL DETAILS

Throughout the current delivery and 
checkout pages there is ‘Free, convenient 
and secure delivery’ text (same day has 
been added to highlight the Enjoy 
integration) - this will need to be looked 
at with Enjoy and delivery touching a lot 
of EE’s marketing and messaging content.

The delivery method is displayed 
here in the ‘mini-basket’. Will this 
be changeable at this stage?



EE - CHECKOUT > CONFIRMATION

The grey banner to the left and text above 
highlights the messaging required across 
all checkout and confirmation pages. 

This is a potential ’hand over’ to Enjoy at 
this stage, with one single email combining 
both EE and Enjoy delivery confirmation 
details. In this example Extras and 
Accessories are included and could be part 
of the Enjoy delivery service.



EE - ORDER CONFIRMATION EMAIL

Text updates delivered by 
Enjoy or EE?

This section highlights the 
Address, Delivery Service, Expert 
Details and what the customer 
needs to take delivery.  

This is very much all based 
around content, but should be 
position high up in the email 
confirmation hierarchy.
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